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en I wonder if she will marry again ?’
ambition was to possess a gold chain, an
‘ You wonder at so many things,’ replied
tastes. She had invited her father’s friends, deep, over-mastering emotions, he forgot
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of lady dress.
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gold beads, a parting gift from her sainted thrilling music. 4 Perhaps I ought to say Union, and even to Fanny he was cold
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missed Edward’s vivacity and smiles,
convert info modern jewelry.
An oppor
and openly lamented the . transformation.
1 his visit was soon returned, and if tunity occurred, at the very moment of all afraid it is r-ather selfish.’
MISCELLANEOUS.
4 I Should think the wisdom consisted
t iara admired her new friend before, she others, she most desired it.
Mrs. Clifton in tbe^^^bject of the abstraction,’ replied She looked rather more serious than usual
but the azure of her eye was undimmed, and’
was now completely fascinated. She 4 saw was to give a party. The day before the
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simple I am selfish.’
minished in bloom. Edward turned from
and heard the mellow tones of a voice tun wardrobe, trying to decide ot) the important
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one, who though among them was not of more than magic power. Edward Stanley any old ornaments in exchange, holding up that made it is divine.
I do not agree cumstances of a perplexing nature roused it
was passionately fond of music.
He had at the same time a glittering chain, the very
them.
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boundless influence over the heart of man, considerably involved, but his family now
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nt kind is not less sure and surf)
a lioness, leaping her horse over hedges ment. Then its perfect adaptedness to all flew to her little trunk of treasures, drew and if exerted aright how glorious would be believed every thing was settled, and that
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Often and often have I sigh the small property which remained was all
and walls. Some represented her as dark around her ! Every one talked better with out her grandmother’s beads, and the ped the result !
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4 You,’ exclaimed Edward.
ny has been overthrown, andert
as a wood nymph.
Meanwhile the un been so agreeable before ; confessing at the
that was all.
They had no means of
4 Will you exchange that chain for
subdued.
In the same way»
It was but a monosyllable, but the most meeting this unexpected exigency, but by
conscious object of these contradictory and
same time, that (hey had never met with a- these ?’said she in/a faltering voice, for in labored panegyric could not have been half
escence, tho’ long established,mJ
mostly invidious remarks, continued her
the sale of the house—a sorrowful expe
ny one half so pleasing as herself. She cer
^inanimations, however critical i;
ride over hill and dale with unwearied ac tainly did flatter a little, that is, she told spite of her vain desire, the very act seemed so expressive. ‘The clear olive of Mrs. dient, for it was endeared by every associa
e former to small and the luttii,'
Clifton’s cheek was colored with a brighter tion connected with a husband’s and a fath
tivity, and sometimes she appeared in a yeiy pleasant truths, with a most bewitch sacrilege to her conscience.
s of the Lift Pills ; and so also I,
‘ That would not be an'even bargain,’ he hue, as she laughingly resumed—4 I did er’s love—besides it was their home, and
splendid carriage, with a footman, who
affections, hypocondriacim K
ing smile, and another thing, which perhaps
was said to be dressed in livery, though he was the great secret of her attraction, she replied, and it was true—for the chain was not solicit a compliment but its brevity rec where should they look for another ?
Ed
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nothing but brass, thinly washed with gold. ommends yours. I know I am not "’hand ward remembered the letter of his grand
wore a suit of sober gray.
rotical class of diseases, yields
seemed completely to forget herself, in her Clara hung down her head. In proportion
some. I cannot be if beauty depends upon mother. He wanted but a few months of
of the Phenix Billers. Full
What was the astonishment of Clara interest for those around her.
to the difficulty of obtaining the bauble, her lillies and roses. In the gay and heartless being of age, and the hour oftrouble had ar
he use of these medicines, anddi
Stanley, when she saw one morning this
It is very certain Mrs. Stanley’s family longing increased.
world I have learned to shine as others do, rived. He opened and read it, then gave
r distinctive applicability to
splendid carriage stop at her own door, thought more of their new neighbor that
4 That is a very pretty little trunk,’ cried and have tried to be as artificial — but my it into his mother’s ” hands with a counte
plaints, accompany them;and ibi
and Mrs. Clifton herself descend from night than their old ones.
Even
ibiained, wholesale and retail,j
Even Edward
Edward the pedlar,4 it would be very convenient to
it? Clara’s next feeling-was deep morti forgot to dream of the blue eyes of Fanny hold my jewels. If you will throw that in, nature is rebellious—to the rules of art. nance illuminated with joy.
id way, where numerous fieri
My life has been passed much with stran
1 It is all well, dear mother, more than
fication ; tor both her mother and -herself Morton. His conscience reproached him we will strike a bargain.’
• unparalleled success are always»
gers.
You, Mr. Stanley, surrounded as well —though dead she yet continues her
were dressed in plain calico morning frocks, for the oblivion, and when he saw the un
ection.
Now the trunk was not Clara’s. It be
and the room was in a state of particular envying interest with which she listened to longed to her brother. It was the last keep you are, by all the sweet charities of home, guardianship of love. Clara, where is the
’or additional particulars of ibi
living in its warm and sunny atmosphere, trunk whose value 1 have just learned ? It
disorder, for she was occupied in cutting Clara’s praises of the dashing widow, as she sake bequeathed to him by this same good
ieines, see Moffat’s ‘GoadSam#
you
do not know the coldness and the lone will save us from ruin.’
f of which accompanies the J
and arranging work, and her brother had was called by the villagers, he admired the grandmother, whose legacies of love, Clara
liness of a motherless and sisterless heart.”
Clara looked aghast.
'py run also be obtained of the fl
covered the table with papers he was
sweetness and simplicity of a character, pure was converting to purposes of vanity and
She spoke in a lone of deep feeling and
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The trunk,’ stammered she,1 what good
nts who have the medicinesIbrwk
about to examine. 4 Oh, Edward,’ cried as the untracked snow. He admired, but pride. There was a letter in it, directed
rench, German, and Spanish fcl
Clara, 4 if there’s not Mrs. Clifton, ; what for the first time he, felt a want in this sweet to him, with a clause on the envelope, that cast down her eyes with a deep expression can it do us ?’
of profound melancholy. Edward did not
be obtained on upplicaiiouat ¡luj
4 Read that letter—it will explain all.’
shall we do ?’
character. He had never discovered before, he w; is not to open it till he was of age, un attempt to reply. Tie could not embody
Brom I way.
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that Fanny was deficient insensibility, that less he should find himself in some emer the new and overpowering emotions that
7* Al I post paid letters will recent
eagerly—‘ Why ask her to (come
------ : in
iate attention.
Duty of good men.—Extract from the
and’ the shadows of feeling seldom passed over gency, and especially in need of counsel, were filling his soul, and he would not utter
with an ease and self possession that al her celestial countenance. He found too a fhe old lady was supposed to possess con- the common-place language of admnauon. Biography of Alexander Wilson, OrnitholoSold wholesale and retail by
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On her walking in darkness, and a dream had all at " 1le7? are two classes of men in this
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death,
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these
expectations
proved once awakened in a blaze of light. Several country ; those who take too much interest
»e to sell again.
She introduced herself with so much sible before. A pang of self-accusation shot
vain, and her grandson did not honor her now gathered round Mrs. Clifton entreating in politics, and those who take too little* The
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grace and politeness, and fell into conver
memory the less, because he was not en her to play; and Edward availed himself of former make themselves entire slaves to
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ughotit the United Stales andllieh
trusion, but expressing an earnest wish to be quent and he tried to restrain his restless and gular injunction, and told Clara to keep the ous songstress of. the hour. He looked at power to judge deliberately of measures or
wandering thoughts.
Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills wlI
come acquainted with neighbors in whose so
trunk for him, as it was of no use to him Fanny, who was now near the instrument, men. They defy their own leaders, and li
Bitters ; ami be sure that a lac al
Clara sat one morning in a deep reverie.
ciety she anticipated so much pleasure,so
and she would preserve it with more care. and compared the calm feeling of happiness bel and slander all other men ; and while
i Moffat’s signature is upon the 14
fiaiuiaily and sincerely, that Clara’s burning —4 Mother,’ said she, at length, 4 do you re Clara knew it was only entrusted to her he had enjoyed in her society, to the tu in this partial insanity, they are so little ca
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cheeks began to cool, and her confused sen member that full crimson damask petticoat, keeping ; and she turned pale al the thought multuous tide that was now rushing through pable of discerning between right and
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ses to be sufficiently collected to appreciate grandmother left me, as a memento of old of betraying a brother’s trust ; but she re his heart.,
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Mrs. Stanley was times ?’
4 1 have loved Fanny like a brother,’ they exult when some artful demagogue upeated to herself it was of no possible use to
■ers, for the cure of all tboso
4 Yes,’ answered Mrs. Stanley, surprised him, that he would probably never enquire for thought he, 4 ignorant of a deeper passion, ses them for his own purposes, even if he
too truly refined and well-bred to share in
uses, called Dy spepsia, Jaiiiidic^i
holds the rein with a hand so tyrannical that
her daughter’s embarrassment.
She was at the suddenness of the question—4 why do it, and it could never hurl her dear grand and now I am a man and a fool’,iver Complaints, Dizziness orllf
not ashamed of the simplicity of their you ask ?’
A hand was laid upon his arm. 4 Broth their bits are covered with blood. The other
mother’s feelings, who was sleeping cold be
■, Whnderinf or settled Pains, Si
dress, and she did not look upon the
4 I was thinking it would make some beau neath the clods of the valley. It was a thing er, are you not well ? You look pale to- class are those, who are so disgusted with the
itness, Nervous Debility, Win
atrocious violence of party, that they retreat
proofs of Clara’s industry and Edward’s tiful window curtains for our parlor. The too of so little consequence—and the chain night.’
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literature scattered about the room, as at all sun shines in so warm it is really uncom was so beautiful. She emptied the trunk of
th, caused by an unhealthy siatefl’
Clara was looking anxiously in his face, from all interest in public men and affairs ;
disgraceful. Moreover, she was very proud fortable to sit there, and the reflection of re its contents, gave it hastily into the pedlar’s and he saw that her own was flushed with and, like the disciples of Rosseau, weary of
jach and bowels, which litwe
social evils, give up society itself, as if the
of her son, and thought she had never al curtains is very beautifying to the com hands, with the beads which had remained excitement.
“styled the storehouse ol ife«
se Bitters have proved a ceiW
seen him appear to such advantage as at plexion.’
4 Yes, Clara, I am well — but what has way to remedy evils was to let them alone.
on her grandmother’s neck till she died, and
■dy remedy. They preclude lhew«
this moment when engaged in animated
Indeed I noticed before By taking this unmanly course, they leave
4 Ah ! Clara,’ cried her brother, 4 you gathering up the chain, felt — instead of the disturbed you ?
I using Pills. Dr. R. cotisitlefiM
conversation
with this graceful
and never discovered it was, till you saw Mrs. joy of triumph — self upbraiding and shame. we left home that something seemed to the field open to the unprincipled and uary to publish a long list ol R
charming lady. Mrs. Clifton admired
Tell me the surping, and the unhappy result sometimes
Clifton’s fine curtains.
You forget the She would have recalled the act, but ii was weigh upon your spirits.
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»wing words blown in the glass
Clara blushed and was considerably dis she was yet to experience.
An old gentleman who had studied theo
iardson’s Billers, South Ready J
a’s eyes, with charms unknown before.
When arrayed for the party, she put a
4 It is not the weight of this new chain logical subjects rather too much for the
concerted,
but nevertheless continued het
i a label which covers the cork,»When she rose to depart, she urged Mrs.
shawl
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before
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that oppresses you,’said he, lifting it from strength of his brains, determined to try his
dreams of improvement. Her latent love
that a fac simile ol inysig.ii*1
Stanley so warmly to visit her, and to suf
made her appearance, to conceal her ill got- her neck—4 though it does feel rather mag
Tar
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and
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to
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luck at preaching, nothing doubting but
he label, so that the cork *
fer her to see more of Clara, it was impos
forth and to illuminate many an airy castle, ton splendor, but the consciousness of hav nificent. You have never showed me this that matter and form would be given him,
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sible not to believe she was soliciting a fa
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new gilt of yours. Who could have been without any particular preparation on his
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She was so lonely she said—the
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Mrs. Clifton was now the end and aim of eyes that were bent upon her, gave a dis the donor ?’ and he thought of Mrs. Clifton. own part. Accordingly, on Sunday he as
friends who had accompanied her were re
■ great success of this medicine
4 Do not speak of it here’—whispered cended the pulpit, sung and prayed, read
her existence. She practised her step, her turbed and anxious expression to her coun
turned, and she had nothing but her books
ed a number of unprinetpled
air, her smile, before the looking glass, in tenance that did not escape the observation Clara, with so much embarrassment, it con his text and stopped.
He stood a good
a,e it it. various w»)'*- ;-*
and harp for companions.
Her harp !
her own chamber, till from a very simple of her brother ; and when she saw Fanny firmed Edward’s suspicions with regard to while, first on one leg, then on the other,
Clara was crazy to hear a harp.
The
ers cannot be obtained of le
and unaffected girl, she became conspicu in the unadorned simplicity of her own the donor ; and though he regretted the na casting his eyes up towards the rafters and
very idea carried her nt once into the fairy
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ously the reverse. She strung every window loveliness, she secretly loathed the acquisi ture of the obligation, he could not but think then on the floor—in a merciless quandary.
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land of romance, of Ossian’s heroines and
with JEolian harps and tried to sing in uni tion for which she had sacrificed her prin it was prompted by kindness to an observa At length language came to his relief: 44 If
,,t for (be New Enitland
Milton’s angels.
tion of Clara’s imitative decorations.
The any of you down there think you can preach,
son, when the wild winds swept the chords ciples of right.
Ml from Medicinal Plant. 4*
4 Let me see you, Clara, before you truth was, Clara had been exceedingly an just come up here and try it !”
4 Is she not the most charming woman —but they disdained the harmony of the hu
hardsoti’s Laharatory. ®° n
you ever saw in your life ?’ exclaimed Clar- man voice and mocked at her efforts.
Ed start,’ said Mrs. Stanley, and she added noyed by questions she could not, or rather
Retail at his office
a, the moment she had left them. 4 I quite ward felt quite distressed at an effect so con smiling—4 I hope you have not tried to would not answer.
et, Boston, and by uh* j
ffy^The following is an excellent method
forgot my calico frock and these linen trary to his wishes, but he concealed his look loo well.’
mghoutthe New England b*.
Some one had suggested that it was a to make a good apple pudding or pie—the
shreds, long before she was gone.
Did chagiln under a good humored ridicule,
|HS in the country can
4 Oh pray, mother, take care,’ shrinking present from Mrs. Clifton, and though she girls had better try it, and if their fathers
|y packed in boxes, by
;
you ever see one so polite and condescend which somewhat checked her progress in from the dreadful hand that touched her did not affirm it, actually, she was glad to and sweethearts don’t like it, the reason
;r, and the usu.,1
ing ? I wonder how she came to select ws, the graces. Once, when they were to ac shawl ; 4 it will tumble my dress to take it admit the idea, as an escape from further must be because they don’t know a good ar
,n the sale. Price 75
from all the village to call upon,’ and she company Mrs. Clifton in an excursion on off now. It is only my plain muslin frock,’ persecution on the subject.
Scald ten or a
Still her con ticle when they have it.
dry Billers put up ») a Pies
smiled at the importance it would give horseback, and the lady arrayed in her suit — and hurrying away, with blushes and science writhed under the implied false a dozen large/apples ; pulp them when
ts. per paper.
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lhem in the eyes of their neighbors.
of forest green, was already waiting their trepidation, she felt that her punishment was hood, and she dreaded its detection.
To pealed, through a seive ; stir in a quarter of
□Id, also, by D. Remich, * •
4 I am not so much surprised,’ said • Mrs. motion, be knew not whether he was most begun.
ordan, Kennebunk ¡Sell'
add to her mortification, she overheard a pound of butter, half a pound or more
Stanley,4 as her father and. yours were on amused or grieved, to see Clara descend in a
ar, and Barak Maxwell. We"
Arrived at Mrs. Clifton’s—she became some one remark, 4 that Clara Stanley need of sugar, beaten and sifted ; the rind of an
y, Saco ; York, bantu..1 Aintimate terms, and it is probable she has dress of the same color, in which the imita still more dissatisfied, when she saw their not put on so many airs about her new orange or lemon grated, and the juice; the
Samuel Adams; Buxlo. ,
taken pains to ascertain his friends.
She tion was too obvious and too defective not elegant hostess, dressed in the simplest at chain, for it was nothing but pinchback, and yolks of five eggs, and a little cream. Bake
les ; Hollis, Jonathan K'g h
had just married when Mr. Lee came ¡mo to border on the ridiculous, with a green tire, consistent with fashion and taste, with had a strong smell of brass.”
it with a puff paste.
(he country, and as she went immediately veil wreathed around the crown of her bon no ornament, but a cluster of roses,
She rejoiced when the hour of retiring
llwume; Nortli
«broad, she never visited the place during net, and suffered to stream back behind, wreathed amidst locks of gypsy blackness arrived, and when she reached home, she
“ What makes your milk so blue, Mr. P.,
I; Great Falls, Mark*»
her father’s life.
She
married very in the form of a feather or plume. Though and oriental redundance.
Her piercing ran upstairs, went to bed and cried her do you live near the pump?” “No, inarm,
. B. Stnitli, Asa A. 1""'
young and I think 1 have heard she was the affection of her ..brother would not al eyes rested a moment on the beautiful Fan self to sleep. Poor Clara I she awakened my cows swam across the river yesterday,
jeler.
not happy in her union.
She certainly low him to wound her feelings, by making ny, then flashed towards Edward, with a that night from a terrible fit of the night and they soaked water—that’s all.”
does not seem inconsolable at her husband’s her fully aware of the extent of her folly, very peculiar expression.
He understood mare, for she dreamed that her grandmoth
Nicely Caught.—An unde left in his will
death.’
and he chose rather gently to lead her back their meaning, and an undefinable sensa er’s icy hands were groping about her neck eleven silver spoons to his nephew, adding—
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true
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the town ol Kene
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tion of pain and displeasure oppressed him. for the beads she had bartered, that the “If 1 have not left him the dozen, he knows
4 Is she not delightful, brother ?’ contin
•oor of said town for on rj {
ued Clara, in a perfect fever of admiration, not escape a severer lash from those who Mrs. Clifton was too polite to confine her cold grasp grew tighter and tighter, her the reason.”
< Did you ever see such eyes and teeth ? envied her the distinction of Mrs. Clifton’s attentions to those she. most wished to dis breath shorter and shorter, till she scream
i notice, that he ba1 . forbi(js #
n for them, and
® y yOfthe?’
and though she is dark, her complexion is acquaintance, and who revenged them tinguish, but moved amongst her guests, ed and awoke. She dreaded the next day
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so glowing and clear, I don’t think she selves on her damask curtains, JSolian endeavoring as far as possible to adapt her brother’s questioning her about the others, but there is no employment sb bad
harboring or
id town on 1,,8.8.CC ) ' n0 bill {
Her present herself to their different capacities and mysterious chain ; but absorbed in his own as having none at all*
would look as handsome if she were fair harps, and new-born airs.
>wn, as he W'll

NOTICE.

ort.
..
i isso
3iJP«himk. May J-

Ai\D MAINE PALLADIUM,

[correspondence of the Portland adver- the parly in power, who kave the bestowL
tiser.1
ment of so many offices. The wolves are alMAIL ARTICLES.
ways ravenous, but a two years’ hunger here
New York, May 14, 1838.
FOREIGN NEWS
SATURDAY, MAY 25,1839.
An afternoon's ramble through the City,—City has made them rabid.
[From the Milledgeville Journal.]
From France.—By the packet ship Albany,
changes-Wall street,-Change of City GovYesterday the Court of Sessions
^ntenced
sentenced
From Florida.—We learn from our corres
Virginia.----- Returns of the Elections
from Havre, we have received our files of
twenty persons to the penitentiary, for misde
eminent, fyc.
Paris |»apers to April 9. A letter from Brus pondent at Garey’s Ferry, E. F. that an ex
which took place in Virginia on Thursday
meanors,
—G. W.
Dixon among
the number,
New
York
is
a
city
of
incidents
and
the
e-----—
v
-------”
'
ii
sels mentions that the difficulties which a- press arrived there from Micanopy on the 3d vents of a single day are enough to make up who is now paying lor his tolly within the last are looked for, by politicians of all par
rose from the admission of Gen. Skrzynecki inst. bringing intelligence that-a party of In the contents of a large and interesting quarto four walls of Blackwell’s Island Prison ; Di.
ties, with great anxiety. Twenty-one meindians, 40 or 50 in number, had murdered
into the Belgian Army have been settled.
vnliimp rTlip changes of a dav here outnuni- Hawks, whom he so grossly libelled, recom- ,
#
Onjihe evenings of April 6 and 7, near three men near Tarver’s plantation who were her those ofa quarter of a cemury in almost1 mended him to mercy, but the Recorder bers of Congress were chosen, of which, prihunting
cattle.
Every
thing
on
the
planta

400.arrests were made of persons assembled
any city or town in the quiet East, and the e- thought, and very properly, that justice was Or to the election, the whigs felt confident of
at places near the gates of St. Martin and St. tion was destroyed.
vents of a week in a busy season like this ex-! mercy to such a criminal. Several cases of e;ertj|,g eleven. In the last Congress, the
Denis. On the Sth and 9th a great number
ceed those ot the year, perhaps I may say, in bigamy, robbery, piracy, &c. are to be tried
r de|e tion consisted of 13 ad minisTallahassee, May 4.—We learn from Tampa the next busiest city in the Union.
of them were set at liberty ; those wlm had
An ab- during the week. Phis ts a great city in ev-j
=
taken an active part in the disorders, howev Bay, that a short time since the hostile In sen-tee lor a few years finds every thing a- ery thing,-in crime as well as business; tranon men 2 conservatives«and 6 wh.gser, were detained for trial. On the evening dians under Nche-Stoco Matta, principal round him altered. His home, when he left, j last week eighty persons were committed to Eight Slate Senators and 134 members of the
of the 8th, the boulevards had resumed their chief of the Tallahassee«, with one hundred upon the outskirts, of the city, is the centre of one prison, and 36 of the 80 were creatures j]ouse of Delegates were also chosen. The
warriors, went into Tampa and earned °ft’a'l
accustomed quiet.— Boston Adv.
Pat.
•
whigs expected to elect 4• of- the
former and
the Indian prisoners at that post, they like the city when be returns. His garden spot mis-called women.
Further advices from Per«.—Since our wise relumed the night following, crossed has been measured into feet and inches. His
76 of the latter.
The election of a U. S,
acres
are
turned
into
roods,
marked
off
into
BORDER NEWS.
last publication we have been favored with the river and reconnoitered the post and bar
Senator will probably be among the earliest
We understand that the Land Agent recentValparaiso papers and letters to March 3d. racks. They refuse to come in io treat with house-lots and store-lots and sold at a thous
kitchen j received a letter from Mr. Mclauchlan, (hit . 1 acts of the Legislature at its next session.
The former contain the Proclamation of the whites and left word with the white man and per cent, advance. . ’VV here ijhis
.mII
_
...
...
...
General Santa Cruz to the people of Peru whom they held prisoner (luring due night, was a few years ago, the City Hall, or the; ed Frederickton, in which he said he was on
Hails
of
JusticH,
St.
Paul
’
s
or
some
other
Pub

the
point
ol
starting
with
a
posse
of 30 men < Outrage.—An attempt was made on the
and Bolivia, from which it appears that he that it Gm. Macomb wished to treat with
lic
Building
is
now.
Where
he
fed
his
hens
to
visit
the
St.
Francis
and
Fish
River,
and : 1st inst. to blow up the anti-Slavery Depos
is determined to make an effort to retrieve them he must come to their Camp.
It is
said they are muvilling to leave the^Territory and chickens as a poor farmer, he sees the saying he should be gratified to meet him i itory, in Hartford, Conn, by some rascal
his fallen fortunes.
great thoroiialifare of the city, and thousands there, as he supposed the object of both was I
[From the correspondence of the N. Y. Journal until better satisfied of the siRudion’ of their
who placed a torpedo under the steps in front
friends who have emighfe^ti,—tWlu they will imd tens of thousands of citizens passing and the same, to secure the timber cut by lawless j
of Commerce.]
of
the building and fired it off’. The ex
repassing,
in
vehicles
and
on
foot,
where
not
people last winter. He further said that a few
retire down the Peninsula and defend them
Valparaiso, March 2, 1839.
selves until overpowered. No ilepredatiotis a sold save himself and a few Iriends before days before, while at Madawaska, he had oc plosion was very heavy, shattering the doors
We have just received advices from Lima
have been committed recently, and.Jdj^ystr.d(T! Wuml even a footpath. Where the forest trees casion to address a letter to the officer in com and windows of the building, as well as the
of the total defeat of the army of General
elare
their
intention
to
remain
peaceable
un
 reared their lofty summits, loftier dwellings mand of the posse at Fish river, and had re windows in a house adjoining and in several
Santa Cruz at Yungay on the 20th January.
We have no are erected. Where the oldest Elm with its ceived a very laconic answer. The following
Santa Cruz escaped with only a few men, less disturbed by the whites.
huge and bulky trunk sent forth into mid-air letters will explain the state of things in that dwellings on the opposite side of the street.
and arrived at Lima on the 24th. He has intimation of Gen. Macomb’s further move its Briarean branches upon which the birds of quarter. Whether the rafts were deserted by Fortunately no lives were lost. A person
garrisoned the castle of Calloa with 1300 ments. —Floridian.
.the air built their nests, now are seen the the trespassers on the approach of Melauch- by the name of Clarke has been arrested on
men under the command of Gen. Moran,
Chambers inhabited by the busy multitude
Col. Barnard E. Bee, Texian minister pie'-* who seem to have forgotten that bird or tree lan and suffered to rim down the river, or suspicion of being the perpetrator of the
1
and supplied them with three months pro
were cut adrift by Mclauchlan and his posse
28th nipotentiary to Mexico, left this city on Sat or flower ever surrounded their noisy habita
visions. He again left Lima on the 28ih
lanous deed, examined before a Justice aria
to
secure
them,
is
not
certain.
There
is
no
We tions.
for the south, with the purpose of reorgani urday in the Woodbury for Mexico.
probability that he will attempt to secure in committed for trial before the County Court
zing a new army. We think, however, in understand he bears the olive branch of
Think what a change has been wrought in the same way the timber in Fish River, un in August next.
peace
;
the
object
of
his
mission
being
to
ob

thisjie will fail, as his resources are com
this Babylon of the new world within the brief der the care of Nye.— Bangor Dem.
pletely exhausted.
We consider the con tain the recognition of Texian independ ' memory of some of our living men. In one
Bangdr, May 17th, 1839.
(CZ^The battle between the Chilian army
federation at an end. The probability is, ence on the part of Mexico, and to form a hundred years a property in 1740 not within
SirThe inclosed letter, with a copy of n and the Protectoral army, under Gen. Santa
treaty of peace, amity and commerce with I the limits of the city,—(that claimed by Smith
there will be a revolution in Bolivia.
communication from Alvin Nye to McLauchCruz, in which the latter was defeated, took
The Echo Extraordinary of Lima, Jan. that republic.—.V. O. Bee, 6th inst.
Harponding, the poor journeyman printer, ol lan, was received this day.
28th, gives the address ot Santa Cruz to the
j which you have recently heard something
place on the 20th of January last. The loss
Having
reference
to
an
expedition
highly
A Train of Shocking Incidents.—We are !i through the newspapers,) has become almost
Peru-Bolivians on the occasion of the de
important, as the Post at Fish River is at the of the Protectoral army was 3,400 prison
informer
1
that
at
the
raising
of
a
log
house
i
feat. He speaks of it as not irretrievable,
j the extreme end of the city and is valued at termination of the road to the St. Johns to be
and ascribes it to “ a single treason, devel in Gibson county, on Tuesday last, a qnar- |i from twenty-five to thirty millions of dollars. opened this summer, in which our State takes ers, 2,600 killed, the whole park of artillery ;
rel
look
place
"among
the
men
engaged,
oped in the critical moment of battle.”
He
I '¡’he immensely valuable property which a deep interest, it is forwarded to you for your more than $90,000 which was in the posses
states that much of the army still remains, when one man who was“ chopping the cor- ;J bounded by Broad way, Maiden Lane, Fulton, disposal as you may deem proper.
sion of the Commissariat, who was taken
and that the scattered portions are reuniting ner” threw his axe, which struck another ! Nassau and St. John streets, was so valueless
It is to be hoped that Mr. Mclauchlan will prisoner, the equipages, horses, &c. of the
in the valley of Jauga, and that in the mean man below, split open his abdomen, and i, that it was used as a cornfield, and it is this not make his threatened visit, if he should, and
time the forts ot Callao, which he says are caused his immediate death. The man who , property which is churned by Harponding, of a hostile character, 1 have confidence in army. The force under Santa Cruz was
the Chilian force actually en
invincible, contain every thing necessary to threw the axe fell back as he threw it, and ; who a lew years since was so poor that he Alvin Nye, that his reception will be such as about 6000
secure independence. He says that nothing in the fall broke his neck : at the same time begged his way from Louisville to New Or to afford small inducement for a repetition.
gaged is said not to have exceeded 3500.
personal induces him to continue the war, the log that they were rolling up, was let leans.
Very respectfully,
and that if the enemy would accept his re loose in the excitement of the moment, and ( ,Wall Street 1 fancy must have been a busy
Steamboat Disasters.—The steamer
Your obedient serv’t,
came
back
upon
the
men
who
were
raising!
.
nunciation of all intervention in the affairs
ice for a long series of years. The temples
CHARLES JARVIS.
Avalanrh collapsed a flue, a few days since,
it,
killing
three
persons
and
wounding
and
of Peru, and even his retirement to private
i of the Money Changers for a long time have
about 4 miles below Mount Vernon, la., in
Evansville find.} Journal.
|! been there erected. The Bankersand Inser
life as the price of their return to Chili, his bruising
Fort Jarvis, Fish River, ?
consequence
of which 3 individuals were
fellow citizens will see him sacrifice all but
ters and Merchantsand Stock Brokers claim
May 10, 1839. $
'
Fresh Strawberries, the first of this season, ! it by virtue of long possession,—the best of
their dignity, and disappear from the arena,
killed
and 2 others so severely scalded as to
S
ir :
'
for the sake of securing that peace which have just made their appearance in the Phila ¡all possessions and one which will make the
Since my last communication of the 3d ult. preclude all hopes of their recovery.—The
had always been the object of his toils. delphia Market. The New Orleans Times Reformed Protestant Dutch Church still a circumstances have occurred which 1 deem
'
The address, which is dated at Lima, on says—‘ Strawberries have been in market a 1 possessor
of tho property owned or claimed proper io make known to you by a special George Collier, on her way from New Or
and
leans to Sr. Louis, on the 6th iust. had her
the 25th of January, is written throughout bout four d#rs; they afford an expeditious
v
,
by Harponding. The revival of trade and the messenger.
You can
can proSpeet of better times has turned this famous
with a hold spirit and in a plausible tone, al pleasant nio<1^0.Spending money. You
forward cylinder head broken and a part of
On
Tuesday,
the
7th
inst.
I
received
infor

though the condition of the army of Santa get two quiii^sYor twenty six dollars, or buy • high way upside down.
A passage through mation that James MacLauchlan, Esq. was the boiler stands carried away, in conse
them
at
retadWi;
four
cents
apiece.
”
Cruz has been reported to be so much
I it for man or beast is almost impossible.— at Madawaska with a party of fifty men and
quence of the giving way of ’the piston rod.
worse than he himsell represents it.
i Those who predicted the downfall of Banks some Indians on his way to this river to take
Law
of
Enlistment.
—
Two
young
men
who
Boston Daily Adv.
: were prophets and sons of prophets both,— the Timber now in our boom and to drive me 45 persons were scalded, 26 of whom died
had
enlisted
in the United States army
..............
•_..........
| - , were
. : for no less than four of them are tumbling to off. On thé next day I received information the same day.
Later from Mexico—By the bark Ann Lou recently discharged al New York by Jm ge ^je „round, and in another banking house that in which I had full confidence, that Mr. MacBelts,
on
the
ground
that
they
were
under,
urr ei w
nol (jjje gJone |s ¡ep. UpOn another. The
isa, Captain Hutchinson, we have Vera Cruz Betts,
“ The Maine War” receives hard knocks
twenty-one, and bad enlisted without the most beautiml building in the city when e- Lauch.lan, with a party of thirty men and
papers to April 24th, inclusive.
from all quarters—the witty and the witless
some
Indians,
armed
with
guns
and
bowie
Vera Cruz, April 23.—Sinister rumors consent of their parents or guardians.
reeled and belonging to the United States knives, had passed the mouth of Fish River, are “ cracking jokes” at the expense of our
are in circulation relative to the American
Bank has been considered loo old and anti- on their way to life Allagash, with the avow
frigate (Macedonian] which arrived here yes
The Latest.—The N. Y. Journal of Com- quated for these modern times, and “the Van- ed intention of driving the Lumber out of the worthy Governor and his political coadju
terday with a Comtcodore on board. What rnerce states that shad's eggs have been seisol (dais
|a|s” have despoiled it of its fair proportions.
proportions, jurisdiction of the State.
tors, who (we sincerely regret to be obliged
the fact may be, we know not; we can hard- itJJLifl New Jersey Jor silk worm’s eggs. The ti,p nij
.
?
«-xX CUlisntcicii iHj nintfffniwiS FWjfntlKH irro
renuerert itremsctves ridicu
, 7.
.....
..........
...... . th6m an, have sent their banking house in the to take every measure in my power to-retain re
brings new demands, and new threats, and ty.olars»,,
ounce. 1 he (ormer can be of- • fo,1IBle
,f ils ¡„„«Ho,« ,>re«iece«or,-0>e
lous by their blustering ami backing out in
also perhaps new tribulations.
lorded al a consuleraWe reducl.m ,n priee,'branch o(ihe mon,ler. The Merchant’, Bank- the Lumber within the State. In discharge of the boundary affair. —Many capital “ hits”
JVew York Journal of Commerce.
and money be made too. We should think ing House Company have the same fever, and this duty I took with me fifteen of my men
on Thursday morning and descended the riv and many most wretched ones have been
it a profitable business—for those that sell,
The largest Sunday School in the world is but rather a scaly one. The editor expects the building that was a few days since is but er to the mouth, and then ascended the St. elicited.
Among the good things in this
bricks
and
mortar
now.
Then
there
is
the
at Stockport in England. The number of pu to see shad growing on mulberry trees.
John’s about ten miles, where my previous line we find the following :—
clutter
ol
the
Custom
house,
—
the
everlasting
pils in 1832 was 2,244, and of teachers 400 —information was fully confirmed, and I fur
Eastport Sentinel.
building which has occupied the attention of ther learnt that Mr. MacLauchlan was on the
The Maine War.—A correspondent of the
The scholars are taught in a large building,
Uncle
Sain
’
s
Agents
for
years.
It
ascends
at
erected for the purpose.
There is a manufactory of pins at Derby m t|
Allagash turning the Lumber into the stream. Boston Patriot tells a good story. He thinks
Connecticut, which, it is said, takes the shine the rate of say a stone a day, for which eleva1 then addressed a note to Mr. MacLauch Gov. Fairfield and his valiant Tory friends
The Railroad Mania, it would seem, is not ofr from all the pewter button manufactories j| lion hundreds of thousands have already been lan which I sent by two of my boatmen, hop have made about as much money for the good
I
spent.
The
secret
of
all
this
is
that
some
of
confined to our own country. There is one in that State, and will make a new chapter
ing to receive a satisfactory explanation, but State of Maine by the late “ bloody Aroo
rail-road of 40 miles now finished across the for the clock pedlars. Hitherto John Bull . Uncle Sam’s men are paid either a per diem having no time to lose, 1 proceeded with my stook” war, as Isaac—not Isaac Hill—but one
island of Cuba. The two others, one of 40, has had nearly a monopoly of the pin busi-j! of eight dollars or fees upon the amount of men to within five miles of the Allagash, Isaac Kidder did for himself, by jumping over
pnnmnt 1Í ‘?,on«y expended. In contrast to this crab- where we met rafts of Timber, without men, a ditch. Isaac was a resident—not a jnadiithe other of 60 miles, leading to Principe, the ness ;and his patient subjects tvoiP
i........................
. like motion let me tell you that a large and
capital, are in progress.—Adv.
to make pin heads for sixpence per
and ,- ;)eaMpfu| Granite Banking House has just coming down river, occasionally running on ate—of Cambridge, although it was said that
>e <diem
lem am
go supperless to bed. This Derby mamifac
to bars and rocks and breaking up. When be “ went through” old Harvard many a time.
Ex-President Houston, of Texas, has join lory saves more than nine tenths of the labor ! been completed in Wall street. Time of build- within about two miles of the mouth of the He had a sta nmering speech, which’unfitted
ed a Temperance Society, and delivered sev and makes better pins—inasmuch as the heads'■ ¡ ing sixty days .' The new Bowery Theatre, Allagash, I met my messenger returning, who him for either ol the three great professions;
eral, lectures in favor of t he cause oi temper are formed out of the same wire with the pin, one ol the largest in the world, with room to informed me that he had seen Mr. Mac- but nature had endowed him with a strong
hold a thousand more persons than the Park
ance.
and therefore cannot come oft'. Instead of
Lauchlan, who would not write me, that he desire to make the most of “ present oppor
seeing a stalwart John Bull moving the wire! or National, was begun and completed in one had used him roughly, and had told him that tunities,” and turn them to individual benefit;
hundred
days.
In
nine
days
the
Mechanics
’
Sailors' dread of Friday.—“ Columbus sail with his clumsy fingers, we have a curious
he might say to me that he would meet me and he would frequently endeavor to show
ed from Spain on Friday, discovered land on machinery by which the pins are tnanufac- ,Bank contracted to have their old building on the Fish River. I continued on my way mankind, that he was a man of tried valor
torn
down
and
a
new
one
erected.
Individu

and judgment. Isaac, one day, was crossing
Friday, and re-entered the port of Pains on lured by one process from the wire, faster
al enterprize does this and Government to the Allagash, where I met twelve of Mac- a meadow, and he came to a ditch; so, said
Friday. These curious coincidences should, than one person can count them.—'Times.
{
Lauchlan’s boats returning with their men
enterprize and Government money does
have sufficed, one might think, to dispel the
and baggage. 1 proceeded up river until I he to himself, I I-Isaac, I-I-l bet yo-o-ou a
The last we heard from Franconia in New the other. It is a singular fact which I had got above all the timber which was run ha-ha-halt pint, y-o o-u can’t j-j-jurnp over.—
superstitious dread still so prevalent of com
Hampshire, they were rejoicing in a snow may mention since I am writing of Wall ning, aad c<\me to the conclusion that the Done, said he, done. So, going well back,
mencing a voyage on that ominous day.”
To our certain knowledge, the keel of old storm, which was confidently believed would street, that but three or four of the buildings whole of MacLaughlan’s party had gone down J he started, and running smart, he gave a leap
Ironsides was laid on Friday ; she was launch be the last of the season, because the pros standing three years ago on the north side of river. 1 then turned about and descended a- I and went over.
Now, said he, FI Isaac,
Wall street, from Broadway to Pearl street,
ed on Friday ; went to sea on Friday ; fought pect was that it would last all summer.
bout nine miles, when I found the party which yo-o-ou o-o o-we me a ha-ha-half a pint.—
now
remain.
This
illustrates
both
the
speed
her first battle on Friday, and discovered she
Times.
I had met encamped on the south side of the Yes, but 1-1-I’ll bet yo-o ou another ha-balf
and steam of the Business men of the Goth
had lost Gen. Jackson’s figure head on Fri
St.John’s. I asked them what was their ob pint yo-o-ou can’t j-j-jump back again. Done,
amites.
In
no
one
street
of
the
Union,
no
day.—Detroit Post.
The Bangor Whig has received a commu
ject, and where Mr. MacLauchlan was? of said he, and not using the same exertion, he
longer than Wall street is, has so much mon
nication from fort Fairfield, in which the wri
this they would not inform me, but that their struck his toes against the opposite bank,and
Ihe “ Corn Planter." The improved meth ter complains of being deprived of the privi ey been expended for buildings, and singular orders were to turn off* a brow of Timber fell sprawling into the ditch. When he bad
ods of Agriculture, and the “ labor saving ma lege of sharing in the use of the maple sugar to say there are no two buildings alike in the which was then secure on the bank. I order got himself out as well as he could, he shook
chinery” of which the farmer can now avail and molasses, which a number of the soldiers street, although all of them are cosily and ma ed them to leave the logs and timber and to himself and said, now I-I-lsaac, yo-o-ou and
himself, must greatly facilitate his operations had been employed in making, while the of ny of them of finished architecture and ele move down river, which order they obeyed. I are s<psq-square.
and lighten his toil. We notice in a Boston ficers had free use of it.
At their quarters gance. You would suppose not only that men I followed about seven miles, where we camp
paper an advertisement of the “ Corn Plant they hoisted the motto, “ molasses or home," of all tastes hut men of all nations direct ed for the night.
A gentleman lately returned from the
er,” a machine which is said to be an entire and were in consequence discharged. 'The it) Wall street,—so varied are the tastes (
The next morning I continued down the prairies of Illinois, informs the editor of the
shown
in
building.
Here
a
house
of
the
E-new article in this country, and by which on Whig disclaims all knowledge of the facts,
river to Fish river, which we ascended to our
N. Y. Despatch that he meta man near the
gyptian order of architecture,—there an Ionic
any land, tolerably well prepared, one man except as stated by its correspondent.
Fort and found all in good order as we had |
building,
—
ttpot^
one
side
of
the
street
Coring
with a horse, will furrow out, drop, cover, and
left. For further particulars you are referred Kaskaskia river, who stated that he was one
Boston Daily Advertiser,
tiñan columns, and upon- the other, a build to the bearer.
press down the corn on an acre of ground in
of the crew of the U. S. sloop of war Hornet,
ing belonging to no order but disorder. The
one hour, thus performing in a day the labor
Your ob’t serv’t,
A gentleman arrived from Quebec last
lost in the Gulf of Mexico a few years ago.
ol 20 men ! A double machine that plants two week, by the Kennebec road, from whom many kinds of buildings in Wall street beau
ALVIN NYE, Ass’t Provis. L. Agent.
He says she struck upon a rock while making
rows at one time, can be used in large fields, we learn that the British are about commenc tifully illustrate the thousand and one opinions Charles Jarvis.
by which a man and horse are warranted to ing a Fort at Madawaska. Jt is to be called of owners and occupants.
for a harbor ;—hitnself and 5 other seamen
P. S. This has been a great day for the Lo St. John's River, St. Francis' Settlement, ?
plant three acres in one hour, or 30 acres in Barracks, but the walls are to be eight feet
were t.|ie only persons saved. It has hitherto
co Focos in the city of Gotham. The Whigs
a day !—Dover Enquirer.
May 10th, 1839. $
thick. We have some doubt whether the at 12 o’clock made their exit from the public
been supposed that none of the crew of the
To James MacLauchlan, Esq.,
home government will enter fully into the
H. survived, and this story is hardly entitled
Major Noah says he has a friend on Long views of the provincials in fortifying their stage, and the Loco Focos entered to fill the
Provincial IFarden.
Island, who in giving a good account of his position in our territory—that h, unless our places. The whig Mayor Clark, that was, in
Sir—Having received information of your to implicit credence.
ducted the Loco Foco Mayor Varían, that is, having ascended the St. John’s River with a
way of life said :
Government should be unpardonably remiss
(E^There are, according to the Concord
“ I am delighted to see a friend, if he in its duty. If the British wish to build a fort into office. Arm in arm the turned-out and party of men, with the avowed intention of
will take my plain, substantial cheer. 1 bake and make us a present of it, as an offset for the turned-in entered the Assembly room to driving the Timber and Logs now within the Statesman, 23 newspapers published in New
my own bread, make my own butter, lay Fort Blunder, (Rouse’s Point,} it may be very gether, when the oath of office was adminis jurisdiction of the State of Maine, into the Hampshire—16 of which are political jour
tered. The outs made their farewell, and the Province of New Brunswick, I am under the
my own eggs, grow my own vegetables and well.—Kennebec Journal.
nals, and the residue religious papers, or
ms made their introductory speeches, both be
fruits. I ride to town by nine o’clock in my
disagreeable necessity of informing you that
having remarkably well. Both Boards have
wagon, and here I am by four with a keen
The Reconnoisance.—W. L. Dearborn, esq., been organized during the day, and for one such an act will be in violation of the neutral in party affairs.
appetite and robust health. I have always who has been appointed to examine a route
rights of the Slate.
(ty^The New York Despatch thinks
a glass of old wine for a friend, and in a few for the proposed Rail Road to Lake Cham year the City Government, is to be a Loco
1 request you therefore to desist, as my in
Foco
City
Government.
The
work
of
decap

years if I don’t make a fortune by business, I plain, left this city yesterday, for the purpose
structions are such that I cannot admit of the “ New England is coming South” ;—upitating the whigs in office, is to be commenc
shall save one by economy.”
| wards of 700 persons having arrived in that
of entering upon the duty assigned him, ac ed forthwith. The City Hall to-day, was timber being moved from this territory.
Your obi. servant,
Chandler of the U. S. Gazette says he has companied by Mr. Webb of the Executive
1 city one day last week, in one of the two or
crowded with hungry expectants,—assembled
a friend in the country exactly like the Ma Council.—Portland Adv. May 16.
ALVAN NYE, As’t P. L. Agent.
to
plead
poverty
and
the
party
services
ren

,
three boats which arrived there from Provjor’s—only he don’t lay eggs.
dered, which are to make them especially ac
A Wisconsin paper say, •• We learn from I id5"ce “j“1
««"'
landTomah Lewie, a Penobscot Indian, was re ceptable to the new city government.
A lady playing on a piano, on being called cently taken up by some watchmen on the
a
foot
passenger,
just
arrived,
that
the
mail
e
”
*
rorn
t
“
e
other
boats
was
not
ascertainseekers of office, outnumber the offices “ >
c», jum
on for a dead march, asked Mr. H.a celebrat English side of the St. Croix and required to to The
be filled, ten to one. Promisors could not, may be expected in the course of next week. ed.
ed professor oi music, what dead march she swear allegiance to Queen Victoria, against
-- - ------------------| ryhe dwelling house of Mr. Charles B. A*1*
should play, to which he replied, 4 Anv march which he warmly remonstrated, observing, if they would, keep faith with the promisees ;
Why was the first Aroostook expedition bot of Glenburn, Me. was burnt, with all its
that you play will be a dead one, for you will “ Sartin me no like urn fight under a squaw and some of the promisees, will therefore
growl and grumble, and plead rotation in of- like
___ the war _______________
of the Revolution_? Because it contents, on the 9th inst. Loss from 1500 to
be sure to murder it.’
king."
fice more loudly than before. Heaven pity ! was the “ time that tried men’s soles."*’
| $2000. Insurance quite small.
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><nte Senate,
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building and fired it off.
>
ve7ih,i«vy^h«ilei.ing J
■•“lows of the bnilding)(13ttell*
ivsma house adjoining
• gs on the opposite 8i(|e of(1'
lately no lives were lost. A
name of Clarke has beeil J
ion of being the perpetratornf A
deed, examined before a
ilted for trial before the CountjO
gust next.

'The battle betweenlhe Qiili^
he Protectoral army, under
in which the latter was defeaiei;
on the 20th of January last, 1¡(
e Protectoral army was M
600 killed, the whole park of#
than $90,000 which was in the
ol lhe Commissariat, »|)0
ler, the equipages, horses,
The force under Santa C®
6000 ;—the Chilian force
1 is said not to have exceeded 8
EAMB0AT

DlSASTERS.-Tht !'■

inch collapsed a flue, a few dayit
4 miles below Mount Vernon,|
quence of which 3 ¡ndiviiWi
and 2 others so severely scalds
ude all hopes of their retoitif.
Collier, on her way from m
to Sr. Louis, on the 6th iiisl.li
ird cylinder head broken m
»oiler stands carried away,»
ce of the giving way of‘the ■
irsons were scalded, 26 of As
nrne day.
Che Maine War” receives Wl
all quarters—the witty and iki
cracking jokes” at the expenst
hy Governor and his poliiicili
who (we sincerely regret lo It:
mH) mtve renirereu ifrewwln
by their blustering and
loundary affair.—Many capiir
many most wretched ones In
ted.
Among the good thM
we find the following:—
he Maine War.—A correspond
on Patriot tells a good story. Hu
. Fairfield and his valiant
; made about as much monejH
8 of Maine by lhe late “liWn
k” war, as Isaac—not Isaac llih
c Kidder did for himself,by
ich. Isaac was a resiileiil-M|i
-of Cambridge, although iiw®
went through” old Harvardww
had a stammering speech,wliieh
for either ol the ihree great profe
nature had endowed him wlh1
re to make lhe most ol “preseiili
ties,” ami turn them to indiviiliA
he would frequently elides*
ikind, that he was a man ol
judgment. Isaac, one doyiM1
eadovv, and he mine to a diicliii1
o himself, 1 I-Isaac, M-ll<
hi-halt pint, v-o-o-ti can’tj-jW
te, said he, done. So, going
tai led, and running smart,M’'*1
went over.
Now, said liti
)-ou o-o o-we me a lia-ha-W
, hut I-1-I’ll bet yo-o on aiioW
vo-o on can’t j j-j"’»'Pl,acltll?*
lie, and not using the same er
ck his toes against the oppojj .
sprawling into the ditch,
himself out as well as he coni ,
selfaml said, now I-I-istiaM
e sq sq-square.

\ gentleman lately returi^^
ries of Illinois, informs thee*

L Despatch that he meta
kaskia river, who stated that &
l.e crew of the (J. S. sloopof
in lhe Gulf of Mexico« W
says she slruck upon« r’“’ ,
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gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness and ; O-A VALUABLE MEDICINE !
Recommended by unquestionable and
Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous erup-1
conclusive testimonials.
lions. Iris also for sale by most of the a»
Nos. 9 10, Penhallow-street,
gents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines.
E Proprietor confidently offers to the
“The Indians have played havock on the
Portsmouth, {N. H.)
Santafee—they killed Perrine, Hagin and HAS prepared and constantly on hand
public what experience has proved
The following named persons are agents j
three others, and have been seen at Travis*,
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the for the above named medicines. In
I. New to be one ol the most efficacious compounds
below the wood place. Capt. Brooks had a following Medicines :—
Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lain- in the Materia Medina, for the cure of that
chase at five last Friday, near Lake George, NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. prey River ; Uri Lamper, Hampton ; Up*class
.......of distressing,
...
dangerous and inveterbut they got too close to the shore before he
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled ham & Berry, Rochester Plains; James
[Diseases produced by an impute state of
got up to them ; they left the boat and took for the following complaints, viz :—Dyspep Fogg, Ossipee ; Wm. Gault, Concord ; Wm.
to the woods. The Indians have burnt some sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billions I North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth; ihe blood, acrimony of the hanims and vitilled habit of body, and usually exhibiting
places—pulled up the corn in the. fields, and Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, IIJohu II. Wheeler, Asa A. Tufts, ¿ov't-rDover:
John' R. Red- themselvrS in lhe various forms of Stffffiula,
done all kinds of mischief. They even came Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans- iI Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; ......................
to Fort Butler and tried to steal a horse and ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in ing, Haverhill; Elder Guy Beckly, Keene. Salt Rheum. Leprosy, St. Anthony's Firë,
was shot at by the centinel ; but the order is, the side, stomach and breast, colds and i¡In Massachusetts, by H. Haselton, Haver- Fever Sores, White Swellings^ Foul and
not to shoot at them. All is now confusion coughs of long standing, hoarseness, short-|I hill ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street, ; obstinate Ulcers, Sore Legs and Eyes-,
throughout the country. No tidings of their ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which 'i Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill,,
Scald Head, Scurvy, and Venereal Taint-,
is frequently the effect ofdisease. Its virtues j¡Wm. Brown, Washington st. and Geo. M.
coming in to treat.—Savannah Republican.
surpass any* thing heretofore known in re Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr. where .Mercury has failed.
DR. RELFÈ/â
Steamboat Disaster.—We regret to learn moving St. Vitus’s Dance ; two bottles have Benjamin Plummer, Bangor ; Artemas Car
that on the night of the 18th inst. about 1 o’ been known to cure this afflicting disease, af ter and Runnells & Donham, Portland ;
BÔTAmOâï»
t!
have, in a multitude of cases, cüfëd thesë
clock, off* Portland Light, the Steamboat Hun ter having baffled every exertion for four1i Elder
^jiuci Henry
<ivui
t
Frost,
Cornville
:
William
i
There were 100 ships, 23 barques, 44 brigs tress, bound from Boston to Hallowell, ran years. It has a most powerful influence in j! SpHng,
Calais
c7pt.’ James
*Albee,
- *
- 1 * ;S
’
/ " ' St’.'ste>-! inveterate and deep-rooted complaints iri
and 53 schooners—in all 220—in the harbor into a fishing schooner, the Cevo, Capt. Bar removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant ; vens . Sa„f| ,lackson ,r. &
- ’ Co.
~
”
1*
their worst and most hopeless stages.
Thë
Belfast;!
ter, of Gloucester, Mass, cut her in two, and to take and in its operation so much so, that
. .
of New Orleans on the 4th inst. Freights
Samuel. Adams,
Cape Neddick ; Samuel1 Drops are also given with success for vid'»
drowned tour out ol the six persons on board. it may be administered to lhe infant with gavVyef} Ommquit ;
Wm Gooch, lent eruptions after the measles ; red
were “ extremely flat.”
The Cevo was returning from a fishing cruise, safety.
I' ixt
.ii. . ’ D.
n REMICH,
o t'l/i rX
Wells;
Kennebunk; Oliver blotches,festering eruptions and pimples
having secured 100 quintals offish, ■&. would
Directions for receiving this or any other j
(QP^Two men died, suddenly, from drunk probably have reached home the next morn of the following named medicines accom- ii Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel Ger- on the face ; nod \n connection with Dr.
1 rish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John JKbb’s Liniment, they remove white swel
enness, in New York
an intemperate wo ing. The schooner sunk instantly. The Cap pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates
;
Skeele, Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs,
The Scrofula, in its
man committed suicide in Philadelphia,, and tain clung to the Huntress and was saved; a of the efficacy of this medicine have been re- i¡North Berwick; Enoch Goodale, Saco; lings cd {\\e joints.
boy by the name of Winthrop Sargeant, aged ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a
a man died in consequence of exposure
Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman, early shapes of mere tumours behind the
15 years, floated on a piece of loose board, talented and highly esteemed Minister of the
ears and under the chin, arid swelling ufthe
while drunk, in Albany—all on Tuesday and after a considerable delay was rescued by Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church : Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse
: Taylor, Nbrridgevvalk : Hanscomb & Quim- upper lip and nose, will not only quickly
a boat put off’from the Huntress. The names also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
and Wednesday of last week.
of lhe tour who perished were, Jona. Osgood, the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. II. I: by, Saccarappa. ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton. yield to this preparation, but scrofulous ul
Richard Triton, James M. Donald and Nath’l
(tr’All directions signed in the hand wri cers, which have spread to such an extent
The Newburyport Watchtower says Real Remby. When life is lost by such accidents, —Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a.Mes ting of the proprietor.
and depth, as to corrode the cartileges and
senger of the several Banks, in Portsmouth,
Estate has advanced some 15 or 20 per cent, it become? the publie to raise the inquiry, and” Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the samé
affect the bones with caries, have been
Sept. 19,1838.
gradually and permanently healed, by the
m that town since the Cotton Factories went whether they were unavoidable or the result place ; which gentlemen it is well known
persevering administration of this powerful
into operation. “ Business has taken quite a of carelesness? So far as we have heard, the here are as credible, respectable and compe
opinion of the passengers is, that, in this case, tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
fg^HE subscriber being compel- medicine ; the sunken squalid countenance
start.”
it was the latter. The Huntress had no watch nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of
JL
led, in consequence of ill restored to its florid hue, the vital energy
on the look out, at the time—unless the man Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
health, to relinquish his present
re-established, and the whole system purified
business, offers for sale his estab
(VjF^Oneof the wheels of a cart, heavily at the helm in the round house can be called Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
and invigorated. They are also lhe best
a
watch
;
but
it
is
his
duty
to
‘
watch
’
the
lishment,
known
as
the
Cambridge,
Mass,
and
several
other
as
re

loaded,*passed over the body of a child of
Spring and Autumnal Physic.
compass and steer the vessel, not to look thro’
« MOUSAM HOUSE,”
Mr. James Canney, in Tuftonborough, N. H a lightened lanthorn into thé darkness beyond spectable persons.
From many other proofs of the superior
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
situated in the town of Kennebunk.
For a
on the 6th inst. shockingly mangling him. for vessels ahead. Had a faithful watch been
This Ointment stands at the head of all | public house the situation is one of the most virtues of Dr. Relfe’s Drops, lhe Proprietor
He survived the accident but about two stationed, as there should have been, at lhe remedies for the following diseases which i...............................
hi the State of“ Maine,, being about selects the following
bows of the boat, so that the sails of a vessel human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism, ’1 |half
iajp wa
-...... -........ ,
INTERESTING CASES.
hours. The child was three years old.
wavy jrtwl
from Portland to _Portsmouth,
ahead would come in range above the hori both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, ! an(j ¡n t[ie cel)tre of the village, where such
05s®A Lady, to whom reference can be
zon,
no
doubt
the
Cevo
would
have
been
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand-j a house bas long been desired. The
T!:c build
b-j:!d  made, was for years afflicted with humours
The Skowhegan Sentinel says the follow
seen in season ami avoided, whereby the lives
j
are all new, having been completed less on her neck, accompanied with frequent
ing is a copy ol a sign attached to a log cabin of four valuable sons and brothers would have ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff j ings
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu- than
t
a year since. 'Die house is ol three sto itching eruptions, and running sores.
She
in Biddeford Woods,.several years since : — been saved. But we would not be precipitate
lar action.
t ries, is finished in the best style and in every
had
tried
various
remedies
and
had
taken
in our judgment. It is said Capt. Kimball of
fniens
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses. respect
,
is unusually convenient.
Those
the Huntress has promised a statement of all Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed ,who want to purchase are invited to call and the best medical advice, but could get no
Taters
the circumstances of the case ; and it is well Breasts in females if applied in its early stage, ,
permanent relief, and her ease daily beconisee for themselves,
Lasses
to hear both sides before a final opinion is prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
ing worse, fears were entertained of a fatal
JONATHAN
STONE.
Pickled Fish and
made up.— Gospel Banner.
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
termination of her complaint, when a friend
The
M.
H.
is
and
will
be
kept
continued
New laid Eggs by
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
providentially recommended lhe Botanical
A
CARD.
open
as
a
hotel,
for
the
accommodation
of
the
Hannah Hammond.
cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub- '
Drops, four bottles of which effected a. com
;
and
every
attention
paid
by
the
pres

The subscriber tenders his thanks to his lie with the full assurance that it far excels public
I
proprietor to those who favor him with plete cure, to the surprise and joy of herself
neighbors and friends for their prompt and the opodeldocs and liniments of the present ent
'
JONA. STONE.
LATER FROM RIO JANEIRO.
extraordinary exertions in rescuing hisdwell- day, for the above diseases.— A trial is only their custom.
and friends.
By the ship Azelia, (says the N. Y. Ex ing-house from fire, when in iminent danger, wanted tn give it the decided preference to
Keunebimk, April 19, 1839.
Child of 8 years, had lost the use
press) we have Rio Janeiro papers to the 6th on Monday last. The ladies will please ac every thing else. Many physicians of em
of his arms, one leg was almost crippled,
idt. There is no political news Of interest.— cept his thanks for their untiring exertions in inence have used this ointment and extol its
hip dropped out of place, thighs and arms
We find in the Rio Circular of the 5th, the removing furniture. and assistance in extin merits.
H. GOULD has just received a fresh swollen and broke open in several places,
guishing the flames.
following paragraph :
• supply of New and Seasonable Goods, and many of lhe sores had penetrated down
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car
NICHOLAS GILM AN.
Two American merchant brigs the Ameri
riage maker, of Portsmouth, of l he cure of his which he will sell on reasonable terms for to the bone. On taking these Drops he re
Wells, May 25, 1839.
can and the Eliza Davidson had proceeded
Among them are lhe
daughter ofa contracted knee, accompanies cn>h or short credit.
from Monte Video to Bahia Blanca, on the
following : — Bl’k., Blue, Brown, Roman pur covered lhe use of his limbs, the sores heal
and envelopes each vial.
HYMENEAL.
coast of Patagonia about 50 leagues south of
Itch Ointment.—Dïvecùons for using this ple, Steel-mix’d and Claret col’d Br’d Cloths ; ed up, and he was restored to health, al
Cape S. Antonio, where they landed their
preparation
accompany each box. This oint Bl’k. Lavender; Drab, dark and light mix’d though thought incurable.
MARRIED—In Saco, 15th inst. Mr. Clement
cargoes, and alter taking in part of their re
(tT^A young Man, near Boston, was re
ment
is
safe
and speedy in its operation. It Cassimeres ; Sattinets of various colors;
Webster, junior editor of the Herald, to Miss
turns were captured by the French sloop ol Catharine P. Littlefield of Providence, R. I.
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in Vesting; French, English and American duced so low by eruptions and sores in varD
war La Perle, brought out, and taken into
In Alfred, 12th inst. Mr. George Kimball of gredients, so common in many of the popular Prints ; Primed Lawn ; Bl’k. Alapine ; Bl’k. ous parts of his body, especially his beck
Montevideo without any colors flying, under Saco, (of the firm of Kimball and Edwards,) to ointments in use.
Merino ; Bl’k. Gro de Soie and Synshaw and hands ; weakness at the stomach, loss
the pretence of having violated the blockade: Miss Lucy S. Cluff of Somersworth, N. H.
Vegetable Elixir.— This Elixir is useful in Silk ; Mull Check’d Cambric; Mull Swiss of appetite, general debility, and gradual de*
g3SJ3EEä^23iEE0EÄiiSfflMSä!S8SKD3BEä
the American commodore Nicholson had pro
all cases of pan if taken inwardly or applied Muslin do. Check’d ; do. Strip’d ; Bl’k. cline of the whole system^ so as to threaten
tester! against this act of aggression and de
OBITUARY
externally. Directions accompany and envel Silk Lace ; White nett do. ; Thread and Cofton P'<lg;’i»xurc ; GX«. .1 i> v>pr • « LV tii 1mwt ('ol’d an approaching Consumption. He was en
manded that the vessels should be given up ;
ope each vlai.
DIED—In Shapleigh, 20th inst. Darling
Fine Slippery Elm,for Poultices.—There Florence Silks ; Garniture, Cap and Taffeta tirety Cured, and restored to a fine stale of
but neither the answer nor the intentions of
the French Admiral had transpired. The Huntress, Esq. aged 83 years. A worthy and never was an article introduced into the Ribbons; Bishop’s Lawn ; Lace and Cam health, by five or six bottles of thete Drops,
respectable citizen of that town
His funeral
ft?“’A Married Lady was for years afflic
Dolphin sailed ibis morning for the United was attended by a very large number of relatives “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles, bric Insertings ; Cashmere and Edinboro’
Shawls ; Fancy H’dk’fs.; Linen Cambric do.; ted with eruptions on lhe face, head, ears
Stales.
and friends from that and the neighboring towns. cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,
Children’s Cambric do. with borders ; Velvet and various parts of lhe body, attended with
In Portsmouth, Mrs. Mary H Dunn, wife of inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma
Trimmings ; Kid Gloves ; Col’d and White
tions
generally.
The
Poultice
is
made
in
the
Mr.
Joshua
Dunn,
aged
28
years.
It
is
but
due
Latest from Rio Grande.—The brig Tra
Cambrics ; Bl’k. and White Silk Gloves; I- violent itching, burning. &c. had tried many
falgar, captain Hailey, arrived at this port yes to her memory to add that her character was ordinary way as you would any other poul ■talian and Canton Sewing Silk ; Spool prescriptions without effect ; was confined
peculiarly amiable.
Being of an extremely tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
terday in 53 days from Rio Grande. Capt. generous
Thread ; Silk Velvet ; White and Color’d to her room, and declined all company.
and affectionate disposition ; cheerful
B. states that the Province of Rio Grande was and social in her manners; she was warmly case may require. There is another kind Worsted ; White and Col’d Knitting Cot-_ She was cured by taking four bottles of
which is called superfine for internal use. All
in a state of revolution, but the communica beloved and is deeply mourned by her relatives
may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol ton ; Cotion Hose ; Gingham Cravats ; Foun- these Drops.
tion with the interior was better. Port Ale- and friends. During the brief but painful ill man. Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
Mation Muslin ; Cotton Fringe; Pound and
fCy^A Lad belonging to Saugus, whose
gro was besieged by the outside party, and all ness that severed h< r from this world in the
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti Paper Pins ; Bonnet Wire ; Berlin Gloves ;1 head was covered all over with sores and
vessels that proceeded to that port, went un morning of life ; the fortitude and truly Christian
cle is a valuable specific hi Pleurisy, Diar Suspenders ; Factory Warp ; Brown and blotches, was wholly cured by a few botder convoy of armed vessels—several vessels resignation she manifested, gave evidence oflhe
rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump Bleach’d Sheetings and Shirtings ; Brown ties, after every other remedy had failed.
had been taken on the lake, bound up, by the firn?faith and unyielding hope she had cher
tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels, and Col’d Drillings ; Buffalo Cloth ; Cotton
launches of the Revolutionists.—Baltimore ished in those great truths unfolded in the gos(Ff^A Child five years old, had her face
pel of her Redeemer. This source of consola throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it forexternal. Buckskin ; Glasgow Jean ; Rouen Cassimere ;
Amer. \ 5th inst.
tion which imparted so much peace to her mind application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes, ' Striped Shirting ; Canvass Padding ; Chop- covered with a scab, varions eruptions about
during the last moments of her stay, is affec biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This pas ; Spittlefield and Pongee H’dk’fs. ; Russia lhe body, and was blind of both eyes. She
Tampico.—A letter dated Tampico, May tionately commended to all who mourn her de medicine is recommended by the first medi Diaper ; Crash ; Bedtick ; Wieking ; Coat was cured by taking five bottles.
3d, says, that the Central Government has is parture . and may he who gave the promise : cal gentlemen in our country for the above ami Vest Buttons ; Furniture Patch ; a large
A Correspondent writes thus : “ I have*
sued a decree-declaring the port of Tampico
I will never leave you nor forsake you,*’ bless complaints. Directions to each package.
assortment of thin Summer Stuffs ; Silver had Ulcers on my legs so bad that I expect
closed to all trade or commerce whatever. .A to them this dispensation of Providence.—[Pa
I'himliles; German Silver do. ; Shears ; Scis
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough
ed to lose the use of them, and could only
copy of the decree in Spanish has been hand pers in Maine are requested Jo copy the above.]
Syrup is almost valuable medicine for loos sors; Knitting Pins ; German Silver Pencils ; walk on crotches ; two pieces of bone came
Portsmouth Gazette.
ed to the Consuls at Tampico ; but we do not
Stationary,
&c.
&c.
&c.
In Kittery, 8th inst. Mr. Joseph H. Jenkins, ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
away from my- right leg ; when hearing of
know what course these consuls will advise
—also—
are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
aged 31 years.
their countrymen to pursue.
Sugar ; Tea ; Coffee ; Chocolate ; Prepared your Reifels Botanical Drops, after trying
In South-Berwick, Mr. Daniel L. Currier, for uable for children, in cases of whooping
The government army under Bustamente, merly of Dover.
Cocoa ; Tobacco ; Soap ; Fine Salt ; Molas every thing else that I thought would allay
cough, chin cough, &c.
it is said, has taken up its march from Victo
ses ; East Boston Loaf Sugar ; Sal Soda ; my sufferings, on using three bottles, I found
Lost overboard from ship Edmund Perkins, on
Directions.
—
For
grown
persons,
take
from
ria for this place. Their arrival here may be her passage from Liverpool to New Orleans, Mr.
Starch ; Gro. Spices ; Salaeiatus ; Ginger ; myself nearly well ; the ulcers began to heal
two
to
four
spoonsfull,
as
the
case
may
re

looked lor in 10 or 15 days. The federal Oliver Ledmond, a native of Maine.
Camphor , Cayenne Pepper; Sal-Nitre ; Indi
up and cease running.”
quire.
Children
from
one
to
two
teaspoons
In Hallowell, Charles Vaughan, Esq. aged 87
force here is small, and they are in want of
go : Linseed Oil ; Paints of all kinds ; Lamp
A Gentleman writes, he had been sorely
full.
money. There is no telling how things will years—a citizen of great distinction for his
Oil ; Stove Polish ; Fishing Lines ; Mackerel
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal Lines ; Clothes Lines ; Bedcords ; Manure afflicted for ten years with Biles all over his
knowledge and usefulness.
He had, probably,
turn out.
done more for the cause of Agriculture in this culated to correct the bile and create an ap
At Vera Cruz on the 2d inst. the greatest State, than any other rnan in it. M osl of our im petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and Forks ; Steel and Iron Hoes ; Cast-Steel body,and having tried all kinds of remedies
tranquility reigned. The last news they re proved breeds of stock are derived from bis for may be freely used both as a restorative and Shovels ; Iron do. ; Paint Brushes ; Augers, without success, by the use of these Drops
he was perfectly cured.
ceived. announced that Mexia wns at 'Pus eign importations. He was universally revered to prevent disease. Directions with the vial. &e. &c. &e.
—also—•
pan—but that no engagement had taken and beloved, and has left an honorable name that
Another Gentleman writes : “ I have
Holman's- Drops for Fils.—A great number
A good assortment of Hard Ware and been seriously afflicted with the Salt Rheum
place between the belligerent parties. A part is known extensively throughout the United of children afflicted with fits, arising from vnof Admiral Baudin’s fleet sailed on the 28th States.
Crockery.
on my head, &c. and resorted to the use of
• rions causes, as well as numerous adult cases
— ALSO —
In Waterborough, Mr. John Allen, a patriot of
of April- It was supposed it would rendez
of
falling
sickness,
have
been
radically
cured
Gentlemen’s Light Summer Boots ; Ladies’ many medicines without effecting a cure, of
vous at Texas, where, horn the last public the Revolution, aged about 80 years.
In North Berwick, on the 14th inst. Capt Amos by a proper use of this medicine. Directions common and French Kid Slippers ; Hals ; doing any essential good, bntil I obtained
news, it might be expected every instant.
Grendin, aged 79 years, a resident of Alfred.— accompany each vial.
some of your Botanical Drops, which, on
Paper Hangings.
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—This truly,
Papers in Massachusetts, &c.
Kennebunk-port, April 26, 1839.
using a short time, entirely cured me.
I
The New Orleans Louisianian of May 11,
In Alfred, on Friday the 17th of consumption, valuable and pleasant preparation possesses
therefore recommend it to every person af
intimates that the project of a steam commu. Miss Abra Whitten, aged 29 years, youngest’ every possible advantage over that in its
flicted with this complaint.”
nication between that city ami lhe ports of daughter of the late Mr Benjamin Whitten
crude state.
Liverpool and Havre, is about to be effected
(t-T3“ 1 was afflicted,” writes a person,
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough
CASKS
just
received,
by
sooner than was supposed ; that a company
“ for six years with intolerable burnings all
powder is a most valuable remedy for com ÄW
SHIP
NEWS.
WILLIAM
LORD
&
Co.
of merchants on both sides of the Atlantic is
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
over my body, a dreadful ulcer on my left
Kennebunk, May 25, 1839.
nearly formed, under the best auspices, and
KENNEBUNK, M AY 25, 1839
long standing. It has been long tested and is
leg, and every other day a return of head
that matters have proceeded so far, that a
recommended to the public as one of the
ache. After taking one bottle I began to
ARRIVED. ’
Liverpool steamer will probably be anchored
NOTICE.
most valuable medicines now in use.
LL persons indebted to lhe subscriber mend, and after the third, was perfectly
May 21.—Sch. Clypso, Furbish, from Thom ' Direction.—Take half a teaspoon full in mo
in the river within two or three months.
are hereby requested to make pay cured ; sixty-two pieces of bone came from
aston for Boston.
lasses on going to bed.
ment without delay.—Those who neglect
my leg, mostly very small, the largest Was
Minister from Texas—The Globe announ
Dr.
Holman's
Jaundice
Powders.
—
This
Ar. at Saco, 12th inst. sip. Packet, Weare,
ces that on last Thursday, the Hon. Richard
powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara it will put him to lhe unpleasant necessity ol two inches long.”
Newburyport
;
17th,
schs.
Hudson,
Clark,
Bos

G. Dunlap was introduced by the Secretary
Price $1, or 6 bottles for $5, with di
tions now in use for this distressing complaint. leaving their accounts with an Attorney for
of State to the President, and delivered his ton ; 18th, Agricola, Gordon, do. ; 19th, Merca It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and collection.
rections.
tor, Smith, do.; (Jharles, Rolf, do.; sld. 15lh,
CHRISTOPHER LITTLEFIELD.
credentials as Minister Plenipotentiary and schs. Elizabeth, Leavitt, Boston ; 17lh, Marcia, produces a healthy state of the bile.
♦/Prepared from the Original MS. Re
Wells, May 10, 1839.
Envoy Extraordinary of the Republic ofTex Newcomb, Wellfleet; Packet, Hill, Boston ; Ma
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom
cipe of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T,
as.— Boston Daily Advertiser.
ria, Newcomb, Wellfleet ; 19th, Tryall, Pendle panied with great debility, was recently cured
KIDDER, his Immediate Successor and
ton, Lincolnville ; Olive Branch, Cornish, Bath ; in this place, in the course of three days, by
SEA WEED.
the Sole Proprietor, which with the other
sip.
Joseph, Tarbox, Boston ; Packet, Weare, do. the powder. Directions with the box.
G. T. T—These three letters are said to be
FEW Loads of SEA WEED will be “ Conway Medicines,” is for sale at his
Ar. at New-York, 13th, sch. Henry, Hill, Sa
the form of a return frequently made in the
Also a very general assortment of medicin
taken in payment for paper?, if hauled Counting Room, No. 99, next door to j.
south-western States, on writs in the hand of co. Cid. 13th, brig Overmann, Gould, West al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
soon.
J- K. REM1CH. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
the Sheriff, being an abbreviation for “ Gone Indies; 14th, brig Lion, Gillpatrick, Saco.
hand
at
wholesale
and
retail,
at
as
accommo

Ar. at New-Orleans, 6th, ship Edmund Per
Kennebunk, May 10, 1839.
and Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall,
to Texas.”
kins, Ingersoll, Liverpool, 7th March. The E. dating prices on commission or other ar
Boston, for sale also by his special appoint
P. had a valuable cargo of assorted merchandize rangement, as at any other large establish
Fruits of lhe South.-The Savannah Geor and $123,000 in specie on board.
ARDEN SEEDS, put up at the Boston
ment in the Union.
ment by
gian mentions the receipt of fine Strawber
Seed
Store,
for
sale
by
Ar. at Fredericksburg, 13th, sch. Jane-Bourne,
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk.
S. H. GUULD.
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val
ries grown within 30 miles of that city, in New-York.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
Kennebunk port, April 26, 1839.
Cid. at New-Orleans, 10th, brig Perseverance, uable medicine,
South Carolina.
¿HRIS’R LITTLEFIELD, Wells,
Burnham, Pearlington, La
FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE
Sensible Verdict —An inquest having been
At Matanzas, 5th inst. barque Bohemia, Na
(F-r’A large discount made to those who
or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary, a specif-, ßLACKSAND.forsa.e.^ remich j
held on the body of a toper down south, the son, for Cowes, dis’g freight.
buy
to sell again.
At Havana, 9lh, ship Y7ork, Larrabde, for Am ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old
inquisitors returned a verdict of—‘ Died of
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, Indisterdam, 10.
the Jug distemper.’

Installation.—Rev. Chaffed Walker,
late of Medfield, Ms. and formerly of New
Ipswich, N. H. was installed over the second
church and society in Wells, on Monday, 8th
inst. The exercises on the occasion were as
follows
Invocation and reading the Scrip
tures, by Rev. Mr. Merrill of Biddeford ; In
troductory Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Carruthers;
Sermon, by Rev. Mr. Chickering of Port
land, from 1 Cor. 1 : 27—29.—Installing
Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Hopkins of Saco;
Charge, by Rev. Mr. Rankin of South Ber
wick ; Right Hand of Fellowship, by Rev.
Mr. Colburn of the first parish in Wells ; Ad
dress to the People, by Rev. Mr. Pike of
Rochester, N. H. ; Concluding Prayer by
Rev. Mr. Chickering.______

From Florida.—Extract of a letter to a gentle

man in this city, dated
Clarksville, (E. F-) May 5, 1839.

CHARLES HOLMAN,

NEW GOODS.

S

LIMB.

A

A

NOTICEj
HE UNIVERSAL ESTIMATION in
TO8which the celebrated LIFE PILlq
HE subscribers having contracted with
indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satisthe town of Kennebunk-port to sup- by
by'"hSd d”’ wh7hein.!h^realeste’ils
proved bUhe wperkne’"’'‘thous'andTm
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and bej wh£n prope?Iy per8ePvered with, a certain factorily demonstrated by the increasing de
portJ' w
thes Vpoor
said
forJ one
JL/W • »• I .-«aw
• WM of
• LA'
«» li town
&KS1 VllV
vQL year
11 Util from
Suggested by the sudden and unexpected the 13th of April, 1839, hereby give , notice the worst consequences imagined. Ancient cure in every form of the Only One Disease, mand for them in every State and section
deaths of iMrs. D. Baker and Miss Elizabeth that
.
..
.
.
’
.
.
.
v
»
.
.
they have made suitable* provision for medical writers supposed this disease to be all having the same origin, and invariably arise of the Union, and by the voluntary tes
Baker Lillie, both of Dorchester, (Mass.)—the
confined to, those particular regions of the ab- from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
former of whom died in London, (Eng.) Dec. i their support, and are ready to fulfil their domen, technically called hypochondria, namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula- timonials to their remarkable efficacy which
are every where offered. It is not less from
13th—the latter at her place of residence, Dec. contract in every particular.—All persons are
therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of which are situated on the right or left side of tion of the BLOOD,
a deeply gratifying confidence that they are
31st, 1838.
In
1 a period of little more than three years in the means of extensive and inestimable good
said Paupers on ouy account, or on account of that cavity, whence comes the name hypoThe ambient wave lilts high its surly
the United States, thev have restored to a state of among his afflicted fellow creatures, than
the town of Kennebunk-port, as we will not chondriasis.
Crest to lave the heaving ship and swiftly
HEALTH and enjolmeit over ONE HUNDRED
'•■»•'“■res,
SYM PTOMS.—The common corporeal THOUSAND persons, who were given over as from inle1^ted considerations, that the
pay any bills of their contracting, of any name
Urges on its freighted preciousness—for
symptoms
are,
flatulency
in
the
stomach
or
Lo J it bears across the broad expanse, sweet or nature whatever.—We deem it proper to
and . P
il.°f
. lhtese. ■pre-eminently
incurable by physicians of the first rankk and
• ne...
. - successful
Friends of many loves, and some whose ardent i give notice that we have contracted with bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas standing, and in many cases when every other , medicines ts desirous of keeping them conHopes inspire gay visions 'mung th’ enliv’ning Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal remedy had been resorted to in vam.
I =•♦„..»!«,
stantly before the public eye. «ve
The sale of
Scenes of fairer skies, where Nature showers services to the poor for the year above nam pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
in all cases-of Pain or Weakness, whether it every additional box and bottle is a guaranExhuberance on the humble dale and
the attention upon any subject of importance ’ be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or■ , tee that some person will be relieved from a
ed.
JOHN HUTCH INS, 3d.
Blithsome mead.—Yes, in erratick flights,
or engaging in anything that demands vigor pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu■ greater or less degree of suffering, and be
FRANCIS BOSTON.
their
or courage. Also languidness—the mind be tional or from some immediate cause, whether• improved in general health ; for in no case
Kennebunk-port, May 16, 1839.
Vivid fancy e'en portrays the lofty
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel it be from, internal or external injury, it will be’ of suffering from disease can they be taken
Tower based on its antique dome—while stands
NOTICE.
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.• in vain. The proprietor has never known
In frigid aspect, the repulsive nook
This great principle of “PURGING” in
FI^H'E Schooner GRAPE will total derangement of the nervous system.—
Of superannuate Castle, rigid
[ nor been informed of an instance in which
JL
sail from Perkins’ wharf, The mental feelings and peculiar train of< sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is’ they have failed to do good.
Haunt of wealthy grandee, in age remote :
In the most
found
much more convenient to take án occa
in Kennebunk-port, and from the ideas that haunt the imagination and over
Long fled.—Fond woman in her tenderness
, obstinate cases of chronic disease, such as
T. in Boston, as a regular Pack whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di sional dose of halfa dozen Pilis, and be always’ chronic dyspepsia, torpid liver, rheumatism
Would dream of soft enrapturing music
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
On the vintage plains—of vivifying
et between Kennebunk-port and Boston, versity. The wisest and best of men are as blistered, and salivated—with the certainty that’ asthma, nervous and bilious head-ache, cos
Health, with which to bless her friends by
and will sail every week from Kennebunk to open to this affliction as the weakest.
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have tiveness, piles, general debility, scrofulous
Yearning energies—and last the blissful
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of months of miserable weakness, and the only one swellings and ulcers, scurvy, salt rheum, and
Meeting ofdear parted ones —sister, son
and weather permitting. For Freight or treatment are to remove indigestion an d who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the all other chronic affections ofthe organs and
And friend—a solace dearer by the long
Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward, strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir difference between the appearance of those two1 membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity
Remove.
Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear persops—one has been treated by your regular and permanency which few persons would
—see how pale and debilitated he
D. & S. WARD.
Time lapsed away, and with it months’
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con practitioner-:
is, see how the shadow of death throws his theoretically believe, but to which thousands
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
Brief course. Sad period ! thus to hasty
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, have testified from happy experience. In
Raise so mournful end—for ah ! she sinks
fully regulated by the occasional use of a see how he trembles in every limb ; Itis eyes , colds and coughs, which, if neglected su
“TAILORING BUSIN ess
’neath
mild aperient.
We know nothing better
AMUEL MENDUM informs his friends calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. sunk ; his teeth destroyed —his constitution, perinduce the most fatal diseases of the
Illness’ wasting dearth and finds a grave in
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general
Other lands, far ’yond the ’whelming flood.
and the public that he continues to car
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He these medicines, if taken but for three or
Oh !
ry on the
tain in their operation. The bowels being says> ‘‘ most inveterate case of Liver com four days, never fail. Taken at night, they
Dark’ning besom ofthe mandate Death. How
plaint —“ nothing but the most energetic reme so promote the insensible perspiration, and
BUSINESS once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile dies
Hast thou swept athwart the Sun of Life, dim TAILORING
saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e. so relieve the system of febrile action ami
med
at his shop over Mr. Phineas Stevens’, in a Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti
And shut out its promised brilliant beams ! But neat and fashionable manner. All garments spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, feculent obstructions, as to produce a most
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Is there naught to quell the heaving tide, which made warranted to fit.
Cutting done at without dispute have proved a great blessing with that comforter óf the teeth and gums— delightful sense of convalescence in the
Nigh has sunk the heart deep in its leaden
to
the
numerous
public.
short notice.
He has received the Spring
MERCURT—and positively make a man mis morning; and though the usual symptoms
Plunge ?—Beyond the vale of earth, immortal and Summer fashions and thinks he shall
Some physicians have recommended a erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is ofa cold should partially return during the
Heights arise, and a bright angel lent her
day, the repetition of a suitable dose at the
give satisfaction to all who may employ free use of mercury but it should not be re called curing. Shocking folly !
Spirit wing to mount the upper realm. He
sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the next hourof bed-time will almost invariably
Whom she worshipped here, and as unworthy him.
gravate the symptoms.
man who has taken Brandreth's Pills for Liver effect permanent relief, without further aid,
Melted humbly down, nor shrunk to own His
Wanted,
qpHE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of Their effect upon fevers ofa more acute and
Name, exalts her now to rest from ill and
Two GIRLS, as Apprentices.
A
nied that whilst many medicines conscious strength, his countenance is clear violent kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta
Guile.
Kennebunk, April 20, 1839.
which are recommended to the public, have and serene, his eye is full and sparkling w; h ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons
But the lone, lone survivor now must
not even the negative merit of harmlessness, the feeling of new life and animation; he has retiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms
FOR BOSTON.
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
Retrace his solitary way, and vet
there
are others which it would be great in ed
FffNHE new schooner Ehzanothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and ofthe most alarming kind, will awake with
Again frequent his native shore ; may be
justice
indeed,
and
suicidal
prejudice
to
in

soon rose without any injury being sustained the gratifying consciousness that the fierce
-*•
belh, Lewis L. WormTo find a lenient in the sympathy
/JrO Iwk- woop niaster, will run during volve, untried, in a common condemnation. by his constitution. Instead of being months in enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea
Of gentle kindness, which willsotly come
In the same way, visceral
To lift the gloom from the deserted hearth.
ensuing season as a regular And when a medicine comes endorsed with a weak state he will be stronger, after he has sily subdued.
Sister and child, with the sad, mournful
Packet between this port and Boston. The all the great names that have adorned the entirely recovered the attack : because his turgescence, tho’ long established, and visce
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav ral inflammations, however critical, will yield
Band gather around his home, but
Elizabeth has elegant accommodations for annals of the medical profession, and war
Oh ! the youthfulfriend, the treasured fair one, Passengers. Freight will be received on ac ranted by the seal pud signature of long and ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the — the former to small and the latter to large
solids
are thereby renovated, and he is not borne doses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster
Too, has passed away, as yonder brilliant
uniform success, its proprietor mpkes no un
Cloud that flits with eager haste and melts it commodating terms and carefully attended to. reasonable demand upon the public confi down by useless partiejes, but has renewed his ical affections, hypocondriacism, restless
*re’Sbt or passage apply to Ezekiel dence, when he claims for it a superior con life and body both.
self
J he principle of purging with Brandreth’s ness, and very many other varieties of the
In the wide welkin. Yes, she has gone—the Wormwood, at his store in Kennebunk, or sideration .
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi
-Happy, peaceful one, who found a cherished to the Master on board, at Capt. Daniel
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and cacy of the Phenix Billers. ' Full directions
Home beneath his quiet dome, where they, Curtis’s wharf.
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors for the use of these medicines, and showing
with
Kennebunk, April 15, J839.
if.
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au which cause disease—they impede the func their distinctive applicability to different
Bounteous love, meted her several wants
thority in existence condemns it, every medi tions of the liver when they settle upon that complaints, accompany them ; and they can
And well provided for her future need.
Carriage
Manufactory.
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it organ, and which, when they settle upon the be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367
She sought, with Altai zeal, their looked for
rest,
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, muscles, produce rheumatism; or, upon the Broadway, where numerous certificates of
And with a patient earnestness sustained
and that the latter should do so in opposition nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro their unparalleled success are always open to
Domestic durance ; for she must welcome
to their personal interests, must be attributed duce consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos inspection.
From returning travel, by provident
either
to their candor and love of truth, or to .tiveness ; or, upon the lining ofthe blood vesFor additional particulars of the above
Expectance.
their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob seJs, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train medicines, see Moffat’s ‘ Good Samaritan/a
oi disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
servation, and the testimony of thousands.
copy of which accompanies the medicines;
all who behold them.
Surprising illness throbs her
Dr. WM. EVANS
es not pretend that
Beating pulse with fev’rish glow and taints
Yes, purging these humors from the body is a copy can also be obtained of the diflerent
his
Camomile
Tonic
Pills
will
cure
all
dis

The vital fluid with its baneful touch.
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve Agents who have the medicines for sale.
eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad- ry
1 other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
French, German, and Spanish directions
Weil versed in gospel truth, she feels th®
c. W. KIMBAIX
keen
mils that they will not. He lays no claim to tion,
'
it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it can be obtained on application at the office,
Reproof fall from the Saviour’s lips—“ Troub AA^OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken- the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,” ,is extending itself; far and wide itis becoming '367 Broadway.
led
▼ ▼
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta and wishes nobody to believe that be sells known, and more and more appreciated.
B
(E?5’All post paid letters will receive im
And tossed by many urgent cares, yet one
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he 4 The cure by purging may more depend up
Sole tAmg is needful." Eternity thus
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly does believe, and he can prove, that in debil- |on the laws which produce sweetness or purity mediate attention.
Sold wholesale and retail by WM. B.
Near, and so important work thus hastened
may be generally imagined. Whatever
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous than
i
On, and even incomplete ! In dying
tends
to stagnate will produce sickness, because MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, New York. A
up
in
good
order
for
the
above
named
busi

diseases
of
all
kinds
;
in
weakness
ofthe
diAgony she raised her feeble cry, wrung
it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity liberal deduction made to those who pur
consumptions, of constant exercise is seen.
Fro<n aoJlU>lixin.’.a
wiiBre help aluno t.tn>W ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT Wac 4jASXij?e •M’gano, 4»
chase to sell again.
x/wrs, of any style, built to order and war whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
Come, and “ Saviour Merciful” was her last
|Hiní\£v8í"A-ÍÍerCÍse cannot
^ed
ranted.
—ALSO —
Agent—Daniel Remich, Kennebunk.
Utterance in expiring breath. May we
dreadful debility occasioned by the use of ROM ANY CALSE, the occasional use ofI
Not trust compassion bent His eye upon
Chaise Repairing Ac Painting, purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required, TheE,i® Medicines may also be had of
done nt short notice and on the most reasona- pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth rims the conduits ofthe Blood, the fountain the principal druggists in every town
The Mother’s consecrated prayer, witnessed
Her anxious tear and gave the penitent
ble terms.
—also—
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
FE’
kept fr®e fro,n lhose impurities throughout the United States and the Cana
A robe unsullied by the blear of sin,_
®LEJGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease whirh
which would prevent its steady current minis- das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe
A garment pure of His own righteousness ?
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly which is brought on by intemperance; in' ™ntpffdhrea lhk Th“8’ m°rbid humors are pre nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of
N.
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be the wretched horrors of mind and body which vented from becoming mixed withit. It is na John Moffat’s signature is upon the label of
Kennebunk, March ]2th, 1839.
rniSi'i'",111'8.
Vorioi's kinds of accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap- ture which is thus assisted through the means each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
LUMBER taken in part payment.
petiter langour, melancholy, pains in the and outlets which she has provided for herself.
March 28, 1838.
PROBATE NOTICES.
« .
AN1)KKTH’s Offices in New York rpO THÉ“ AFFLICTEDTDRrRTCHhead, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
A.RßSON’S celebrated Sherry Wine
uncomely complexions, caused by the bad Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
Ata Court of Probate held al York, with
Bitters, for the cure of all those prevalent
state
of
the
fluids
—
in
all
these
cases,
and
in
Furniture
&
Feather
Warein and for the County of York, on the
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street
diseases, called Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Bilious
others mentioned in the bills of directions
first Monday in May, in the year of
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street
house.
or Liver Complaints,
Dizziness or Head
given
with
his
medicines,
HE
DOES
SAY,
our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, TTILDRETH & AYRES would inform
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
ache, Wandering or settled Pains, Sinking,
bytheHon.\N\LlAAN A. 11 AYES, Judge J.X the inhabitants of Kennebunk and that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
Faintness, Nervous Debility, Costiveness,
terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
of said Court :
Vicinity that they have latten the store in FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
i Tl an<l
general derangements of
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
health, caused by an unhealthy slate of the
Louisville, Ky. 99Fourth street
are sold with them, will effect immediate re
stomach and bowels, which have been just
St Louis Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
lief; and if used but for a fair period of trial
ly “styled the storehouse of - disease.”—JVew Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
1 hese Bitters have proved a certain and
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
a doubt by daily testimonies which would
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
of bureaus, sofas, tables, secretaries, common be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
speedy remedy. They preclude the necessi
his said wards for allowance :
•ancy, cane seat and mahogany chairs.
IKPHow to be secure from Counterfeit Pills ty of using Pills. Dr. R. considers it mine*
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
ORDERED—That the said guardian
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1838.
purporting to be brandreth's Pills.
cessary to publish a long list of puffing re
dence.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Other and more conclusive demonstrations thíf€.Ier PUrchase without being positively sure commendations upon which the merits of
ing a copy of this order to be published
’
at
be
person
selling
has
an
E
ngrav
/
d
cermany advertised medicines depend
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
three weeks successively in the Kenne
garden seeds
tificateof Agency , and (EFobserve it has been
(^CAUTION TO PURCHASERS.
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in
REMICH has received, from the Agri- Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are afteer'Í2mí n.°h CferUfi^te being any guarantee
Ahoy are put in Flat Bottles, with the
said county, that they may appear at a Pro
• cultural Warehouses of Messrs. Ellis submitted by the following important and ex bX a”e X?„’e"
by Ibe Jollowmg words blown in the glass “ S. 0.
Bosson, and -Messrs. J. Breck & Co. Boston a traordinary cures effected by their highly
bate Court to
be held at Saco, in
Richardson’s Bitters, South Reading, Mass.”
said county, on the first Monday of June very large assortment of GA RDEX SEEDS medicinal qualities—all of which may be hvSMr
in York County will be supplied with a label which covers the cork, and be
embracing almost every variety usually enquired fo? seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’Medical office, No. i
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, in this vicinity.
by Mr. John O. Langley, imy
— only
• Travelling sure that a fac simile of mv signature is up
7, Division street. One or two of these he Agent in Maine-or by ordering from
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
FLOWER SEEDS, a great variety.
my on the label, so that the ‘cork cannot be
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina- Principal New England Office,
same should not be allowed.
[EpFruit and ornamental trees, roots, &c. supplied ing public.
drawn without destroying it, also a fac sim
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
at Boston prices.
,
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON
ile of my signature upon the outer en
A true copy—Attest,
Dr.
w.
EVANS
—
Sir
:
Be
pleased
to
receive
tb
e
(E?'A liberal discount made to those who purchase thanks of one who has been a great sufferer tor sev ioWK'Ü ™bunk by velope, without which none are genuine.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
to sizii a^ciin.
May 11.
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
j he great success of this medicine has in
SHAKER SEEDS.—The several varieties the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
duced a number of unprincipled persons to
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
pul up by the Shaker Socieiy, at Alfred.
has
suffered
with
pain
and
distress
in
the
head,
a
tight

At a Court of Probate held at York, with
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck, imitate it in various ways,—Remember his
Kennebunk, April 12, 1839.
ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi
in and for the County of York, on thefirst
Bitters cannot be obtained of Pedlars on any
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome and Seleucus Adams;
Monday tn May, in the year of our Lord
pretence whatever.
Lyman, William Huntress;
ner; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills her
Writing- Fluidss ^c.
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the
P. S. Barnard W. G. Skinner, Travelling
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
Alfred, B. F.Chadboui ne;
TEPHENS’ dark blue Writing Fluid ;
out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enioy
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery • Agent for the New England States. Pre
life
comfortably
again.
J
y
Court:
“
Light “
“
h.
Lebanon, Libbey
Wood ;
’ pared from Medicinal Plants and Roots at
Mrs. C. " HORNTON, 84, Third St N Y
Terry’s common Black Writing Ink • ’
ABEZ SMITH, administrator of the es
Richardsons Labaratory. Sold Wholesale
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson •
Newark, July 18, 1836-Dear Sir-For 4 years 1
“
Japan
“
«
«.
tate of Robert Smith, late of Kennebunk,
and Retail at his office No. 15, Hanover
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to
in said county, deceased, having presented Stephens’ bright red Writing Fluid ;
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
street, Boston, and by most Druggists
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain
Felt’s black Writing Fluid, (American ;)
his account of administration of the estate of
throughout the New England States. Mer
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
in
my
stomach,
indigestion
and
Joss
of
appetite,
with
Preston
’
s
“
“
Ink
(
«
\
said deceased for allowance ; and also his pri
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H chants m the country can receive them
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ
Dunbar
’
s
red
“
«
(
u
vate account against the estate of said deceas
safely packed in boxes, by forwarding an
ent kindsoi medicine without effect, until Icommenced Spear ;
ed for allowance:
Black and red Ink powder-English ’and taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient PillsYork—Cape Neddick, George M Free- order, and the usuffl discount will be allow
American :
ORDERED-—That the said administrator
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew’ man ;
ed on the sale.
Price 75 cents per bottle.
mysituation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
Gold and Silver Fluid.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
His dry Bitters put up in a pressed form are
York,
Alexander
Dennett
;
ing a copy of this order to be published three
For sale, by the dozen or single bottle, by to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
50 cts. per paper.
York Corner, Samuel Dooglass ;
mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
Sold, also by D. Remich, Alex. Warren, &
v
.
, ™
,
D. REMICH.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st ’
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Kennebunk, May 4, 1839.
Dr. Wm. Evans.
b. Jordan, Kennebunk jSeth Haleb, John H.
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
He therefore need only add that his
Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John A.
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
be held at Saco, in said county, on the
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
Newfield-Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, Berry, Saco ; York, Samuel A. Douglass;
NOTICE.
first Monday of June next, at ten of the •
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT P. M.; West do. J. & s. C. Adams;
do. Samuel Adams; Buxton, Thomas S.
Cl
i'11 th® f°ren°on, and shew cause, iffany
any A.S o.1"1? f°r Sev<,rlil yenrslM’en ,he
Pi LLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail, - noT"pe![!_’_________
_ ! N°«hdo., Milo Bowles ; Hollis, Jonathan Rumery ; Water5SuD£h?i
lowed BVe’ Why the Same Shou,d not be al' * era» the
borough, Chace Taylor ; Alfred, Beni. F.
G°ss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
me"’ T"'e" ,‘n'1 cllil,lre" '» at No 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
cioss the lot near the Academy —treading New York, and of his authorised agents in
Chadbourne ; North
Berwick, Jeremiah
Cnrnish John McLellan°0; " ’
Cornish,
down the grass, grain, or whatever may be in pwn and country.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
6
Lord ; Great Falls, Mark Noble ; Dover,
Limington, James McArthur;
A true copy—Attest,
’
s wr’
their way—breaking down tbe fences and
Wteeletnith’ ASa A- Tuf,s’ Jo,,n HWaterborough, James Leavett:
J. H. JONES corner of Middle and Union
May 11.
WM‘ C°TTER ^len, Register.
otherwise injuring the subscriber’s property
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
-notw.thstandmg he has repeatedly requeu streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine
Buxton, T. Bolles ;
ed them to desist from such a course. He where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
Sbapleigh, M. Goodwin :
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ;
therefore takes this method to forbid all per
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
Acton, Wm. Evans,
subscriber having contracted with
HE subscriber has on hand a general aa sons from crossing his premises under any Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston ;
the town of Kennebunk, to support
B, BRANDRETH, M. D.
pretence
whatever,
as
he
is
determined
to
sortrnent of PAINTS, OIL & COT I
241 Broadway, Ñ. Y.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
prosecute any person so offending.—When Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & WashORS, recently purchased in Boston fur Gaab'
May, 1839.
Z
fair words and gentle means will not pro ect btnn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell;
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
which he will sell at a small profit fOt
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
our property, we must resort, however reluc
»ame pay, or approved credit.
town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
tantly, to more coercive measures.
xr
u ,
jaMES HUBBARD.
CHOOL
BOOKS.
—
All
kinds
which
are
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis
of said town on his account or on account of
Kennebunk, March 27,1839.
1 it
. ,
JAME& K. REMICH,
used in common schools for sale by
i the town, as he will pay no bill for their
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
’ Kennebunk, May 4, 1839.
. .. S*H- COULD.
April 20, 1839.
iy.
Kennebunk-port, April 26,1839.
I suÏTrt- » . n,ALEX- G’ FURNALD.
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